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INFORMATION
GATHERING

ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITIES
A definition
A dictionary
Events
Films
Magazine articles
Newspapers
People
Radio
Recordings
Television shows
Text reading
Video

ACTIVITIES
Comparison of standards
Conclusion
Court Trial
Editorial
Establishment of standards
Evaluation
Group Discussion
Recommendation
Self-Evaluation
Survey
Valuing

VERBS

VERBS

VERBS
Define
Describe
Draw
Identify
Label
Locate
Memorize
Name
Recite
Recognize
Select
State
Write

CONFIRMING USE OF KNOWLEDGE
Cartoon
Photograph
ACTIVITIES
Collage
Poster
Diagram
Skit
Drama
Speech
Graph
Story
Own statement
Tape recording

Analogy
Causal relationships
Conclusion or implication
based on data
Outline
Summary

Change Match
Confirm Paraphrase
Express Restate
Illustrate Transform

VERBS
Extend Relate
Distinguish
Compare Infer
Summarize
Generalize Predict
Defend Explain
VERBS

COMPREHENSION

APPLICATION

KNOWLEDGE

Apprise
Assess
Compare
Consider
Criticize
Critique
Judge
Recommend
Relate
Solve
Summarize
Weigh

EVALUATION

ACTIVITIES

Apply
Change
Choose
Classify
Collect
Discover
Dramatize
Draw
Interpret
Make
Model
Modify
Paint
Prepare
Produce
Report
Show
VERBS

ANALYSIS

Analyze Categorize Classify
Compare Construct Contrast
Differentiate Distinguish
Examine
Infer Investigate
Point out Research
Select
Separate
Subdivide
Survey
Take apart

SYNTHESIS
Add to
Combine
Construct
Create
Design

MAKING USE OF
KNOWLEDGE

Develop
Originate
Formulate
Plan
Hypothesize Produce
Invent
Role-Play
Organize
What if

Creating…
A cartoon
A project
A drama
A puzzle
A filmstrip
A question
A forecast
Diagram
A list
Illustration
A map
Photograph
A meeting
Sculpture
A mobile
Solution
A painting
A paper which follows an outline
Shifting smoothly from
one gear into another

ACTIVITIES

Break down an argument
Draw a conclusion
Graph
Identify parts of a propaganda statement
Model
Questionnaire
Report
Survey
Syllogism

VERBS

JUDGING THE
OUTCOME

A play
Article
Book
Cartoon Game
Poem
Report
Song
Story
Formulate a hypothesis or question
Set of rules, principles. or standards
Speculate on or plan an alternate course of action

Invention

ACTIVITIES

TAKING
APART

PUTTING TOGETHER
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Student Outcomes and Performance Indicators
A performance indicator identifies the performances that the faculty will look for in order to determine
whether or not a student outcome is met. Indicators facilitate the development of the curriculum and also
focus the data collection process. In addition to the outcomes, the performance indicators should be
communicated to students in the program description and stated in terms that inform the students about
the general purpose of the program and expectations of the faculty. The primary difference between
student outcomes and performance indicators is that student outcomes are intended to provide general
information about the focus of student learning and are broad statements of the expected learning, while
performance indicators are concrete measurable performances students must meet as indicators of
achievement of the outcome. For example, student outcomes can be stated as follows:
o Students will work effectively as a member of a team.
o Students can apply the principles of math and science to a technical problem.
o Students will have the ability to engage in lifelong learning.
o Students will have effective communication skills.
Faculty can usually agree on the general outcomes that students should demonstrate by the end of the
academic program. However, without a common agreement as to what specific performances should be
expected from students around each of the outcomes there is no way to have a systematic, efficient nor
meaningful process of data collection to determine if the outcomes have been met. The development of
performance indicators is unquestionably the most critical part of developing a systematic and meaningful
data collection process around program assessment and improvement.
Performance indicators identify what concrete actions the student should be able to perform as a result
of participation in the program. Once program outcomes have been identified, the knowledge and skills
necessary for the mastery of these outcomes should be listed. This will allow the desired behavior of the
students to be described, and will eliminate ambiguity concerning demonstration of expected
competencies. Performance indicators are made up of at least two main elements; an action verb which
identifies the depth to which students should demonstrate the performance, and the content referent
which is the focus of the instruction. The expected behavior must be specific, using an observable action
verb such as demonstrate, interpret, discriminate, or define. The following is an example of an outcome
with its performance indicators:
Outcome: Students should be able to conduct an experiment and interpret data
Performance indicators: Students will be able to demonstrate the ability to:
 Follow the design of experiment plan (knowledge)
 Acquire data on appropriate variables (application)
 Compare experimental data and results to appropriate theoretical models (analysis)
 Explain observed differences between model and experiment and offer very basic
explanations (evaluation)
The tables below provide examples of action verbs associated with various levels of learning and have
been compiled from multiple sources. These table are designed to help guide the development of
performance indicators.

Cunningham, G. K. (1986). Educational and psychological measurement. New York: MacMillan
Publishing.
McBeath, R. J., Ed. (1992). Instructing and evaluating in higher education: A guidebook for planning
learning outcomes. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Educational Technology Publications.
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COGNITIVE learning is demonstrated by knowledge recall and the intellectual skills: comprehending information, organizing ideas,
analyzing and synthesizing data, applying knowledge, choosing among alternatives in problem-solving, and evaluating ideas or actions.
Level

Illustrative Verbs

Definition

Example

Knowledge

arrange, define, describe, duplicate, identify, label, list,
match, memorize, name, order, outline, recognize, relate,
recall, repeat, reproduce, select, state

remembering previously
learned information

memory of specific facts,
terminology, rules, sequences,
procedures, classifications,
categories, criteria, methodology,
principles, theories, and structure

Comprehension

classify, convert, defend, describe, discuss, distinguish,
estimate, explain, express, extend, generalize, give
examples, identify, indicate, infer, locate, paraphrase,
predict, recognize, rewrite, report, restate, review, select,
summarize, translate

grasping the meaning of
information

stating problem in own words,
translating a chemical formula,
understanding a flow chart,
translating words and phrases from a
foreign language

Application

apply, change, choose, compute, demonstrate, discover,
dramatize, employ, illustrate, interpret, manipulate, modify,
operate, practice, predict, prepare, produce, relate,
schedule, show, sketch, solve, use, write

applying knowledge to
actual situations

taking principles learned in math and
applying them to figuring the volume
of a cylinder in an internal
combustion engine

Analysis

analyze, appraise, break down, calculate, categorize,
compare, contrast, criticize, diagram, differentiate,
discriminate, distinguish, examine, experiment, identify,
illustrate, infer, model, outline, point out, question, relate,
select, separate, subdivide, test

breaking down objects
or ideas into simpler
parts and seeing how
the parts relate and are
organized

discussing how fluids and liquids
differ, detecting logical fallacies in a
student's explanation of Newton's 1st
law of motion

Synthesis

arrange, assemble, categorize, collect, combine, comply,
compose, construct, create, design, develop, devise,
design, explain, formulate, generate, integrate, manage,
modify, organize, plan, prepare, propose, rearrange,
reconstruct, relate, reorganize, revise, rewrite, set up,
summarize, synthesize, tell, write

rearranging component
ideas into a new whole

writing a comprehensive report on a
problem-solving exercise, planning a
program or panel discussion, writing
a comprehensive term paper

Evaluation

appraise, argue, assess, attach, choose, compare,
conclude, contrast, defend, describe, discriminate,
estimate, evaluate, explain, judge, justify, interpret, relate,
predict, rate, select, summarize, support, value

making judgments
based on internal
evidence or external
criteria

evaluating alternative solutions to a
problem, detecting inconsistencies
in the speech of a student
government representative

Gronlund, N. E. (1981). Measurement and evaluation in teaching, 4th ed. New York, Macmillan Publishing.
McBeath, R. J., (Ed.). (1992). Instructing and evaluating in higher education: A guidebook for planning learning outcomes. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Educational Technology
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AFFECTIVE learning is demonstrated by behaviors indicating attitudes of awareness, interest, attention, concern, and responsibility,
ability to listen and respond in interactions with others, and ability to demonstrate those attitudinal characteristics or values which are
appropriate to the test situation and the field of study.
Level

Illustrative Verbs

Definition

Example

Receiving

asks, chooses, describes, follows,
gives, holds, identifies, locates, names,
points to, selects, sits erect, replies,
uses

willingness to receive or attend

listening to discussions of
controversial issues with an
open mind, respecting the
rights of others

Responding

answers, assists, complies, conforms,
discusses, greets, helps, labels,
performs, practices, presents, reads,
recites, reports, selects, tells, writes

active participation indicating
positive response or
acceptance of an idea or policy

completing homework
assignments, participating in
team problem-solving activities

Valuing

completes, describes, differentiates,
explains, follows, forms, initiates,
invites, joins, justifies, proposes, reads,
reports, selects, shares, studies, works

expressing a belief or attitude
about the value or worth of
something

accepting the idea that
integrated curricula is a good
way to learn, participating in a
campus blood drive

Organization

adheres, alters, arranges, combines,
compares, completes, defends,
explains, generalizes, identifies,
integrates, modifies, orders, organizes,
prepares, relates, synthesizes

organizing various values into
an internalized system

recognizing own abilities,
limitations, and values and
developing realistic aspirations

Characterization by a
value or value complex

acts, discriminates, displays,
influences, listens, modifies, performs,
practices, proposes, qualifies,
questions, revises, serves, solves,
uses, verifies

the value system becomes a
way of life

a person's lifestyle influences
reactions to many different
kinds of situations

Gronlund, N. E. (1981). Measurement and evaluation in teaching, 4th ed. New York, Macmillan Publishing.
McBeath, R. J., (Ed.). (1992). Instructing and evaluating in higher education: A guidebook for planning learning outcomes. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Educational Technology
Publications.
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PSYCHOMOTOR learning is demonstrated by physical skills: coordination, dexterity, manipulation, grace, strength, speed; actions
which demonstrate the fine motor skills such as use of precision instruments or tools, or actions which evidence gross motor skills such
as the use of the body in dance or athletic performance.
Level

Illustrative Verbs

Definition

Example

Perception

chooses, describes, detects,
differentiates, distinguishes,
identifies, isolates, relates, selects,
separates

using sense organs to obtain cues
needed to guide motor activity

listening to the sounds made by guitar strings
before tuning them, recognizing sounds that
indicate malfunctioning equipment

Set

begins, displays, explains, moves,
proceeds, reacts, responds,
snows, starts, volunteers

being ready to perform a
particular action: mental, physical
or emotional

knowing how to use a computer mouse, having
instrument ready to play and watching conductor
at start of a musical performance, showing
eagerness to assemble electronic components to
complete a task

Guided response

assembles, builds, calibrates,
constructs, dismantles, displays,
dissects, fastens, fixes, grinds,
heats, manipulates, measures,
mends, mixes, organizes, sketches

performing under guidance of a
model: imitation or trial and error

using a torque wrench just after observing an
expert demonstrate a its use, experimenting with
various ways to measure a given volume of a
volatile chemical

Mechanism

(same list as for guided response)

being able to perform a task
habitually with some degree of
confidence and proficiency

demonstrating the ability to correctly execute a
60 degree banked turn in an aircraft 70 percent
of the time

Complex or overt
response

(same list as for guided response)

performing a task with a high
degree of proficiency and skill

dismantling and re-assembling various
components of an automobile quickly with no
errors

Adaptation

adapts, alters, changes,
rearranges, reorganizes, revises,
varies

using previously learned skills to
perform new but related tasks

using skills developed learning how to operate
an electric typewriter to operate a word
processor

Origination

arranges, combines, composes,
constructs, creates, designs,
originates

creating new performances after
having developed skills

designing a more efficient way to perform an
assembly line task

Gronlund, N. E. (1981). Measurement and evaluation in teaching, 4th ed. New York, Macmillan Publishing.
McBeath, R. J., (Ed.). (1992). Instructing and evaluating in higher education: A guidebook for planning learning outcomes. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Educational Technology
Publications.
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Webinar Outline
Definition of terms
Importance of defining program outcomes
Examples of defined outcomes
Reporting your results
Criterion 4: continuous improvement
Mapping outcomes to curriculum
Process implementation
Differences between objectives and outcomes
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Compliance with criteria
Putting key words into practice
Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

•
•
•
•
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5

ABET Criteria revised and out
for comment 2008-09

– Objectives
– Outcomes
– Assessment
– Evaluation

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

• Renumbered criteria for all ABET
commissions (ASAC,
(ASAC CAC,
CAC EAC,
EAC TAC)
• Some reorganization of content
• Definitions

6

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

Definition of terms provided are
same for all commissions

3

ABET Terms

2010 Definitions

Program Educational
Objectives

Broad statements that describe the career and professional
accomplishments that the program is preparing graduates
to achieve.

Program Outcomes

Statements that describe what students are expected to
know and able to do by the time of graduation.

Specific, measurable statements identifying the
Performance Indicators performance(s) required to meet the outcome; confirmable
through evidence.
Assessment

Processes that identify, collect, and prepare data that can
be used to evaluate achievement.

Evaluation

Process of reviewing the results of data collection and
analysis and making a determination of the value of
findings and action to be taken.

ABET
Terms

Definitions Beginning 2011

Program
Educational
Objectives

Broad statements that describe what graduates are expected to attain within a few
years after graduation.

Student
Outcomes

Student outcomes describe what students are expected to know and able to do by
the time of graduation. These relate to the knowledge, skills, and behaviors that
students acquire as they progress through the program.

Performance
Indicators

Specific, measurable statements identifying the performance(s) required to meet
the outcome; confirmable through evidence.

Assessment

Evaluation

Assessment is one or more processes that identify, collect, and prepare data to
evaluate the attainment of student outcomes and program educational objectives.
Eff i assessment uses relevant
Effective
l
di
direct, iindirect,
di
quantitative
i i and
d qualitative
li i
measures as appropriate to the objective or outcome being measured. Appropriate
sampling methods may be used as part of an assessment process.
Evaluation is one or more processes for interpreting the data and evidence
accumulated through assessment processes. Evaluation determines the extent to
which student outcomes and program educational objectives are being
attained. Evaluation results in decisions and actions regarding program
improvement.

4

9

•
•

•

•

Each program must demonstrate that graduates
have: (TAC)
Engineering programs must demonstrate that
their students attain the following outcomes:
(EAC)
Program has documented measurable outcomes
that are based on the needs of the program’s
constituencies. The program enables students to
achieve, by the time of graduation: (CAC)
Baccalaureate degree programs must
demonstrate that graduates have: (ASAC)

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

Criterion 3. Student Outcomes (2010-2011)

Interpretation
• Largely program-based assessment
• Demonstrate:
– Programs must provide evidence of student
outcomes

• Focus is on student performance
• Measurable attainment = derived from evidence
from the examination or observation of student
performance

– Cannot be based on indirect measures alone
• In particular, self-assessment is the self-report or
opinion of a student’s ability to “demonstrate” and
not the evidence of performance.

– Evidence-based process that drives action

5

Questions &
Answers

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

11

12

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

Developing Measurable
Student Outcomes

6

13

• ABET criteria are silent about defining
outcomes both good news and bad news
outcomes—both
• If you can’t define it, you can’t measure it
• What are faculty going to look for in
student performance to have confidence
that, by the end of the program, students
can demonstrate the learning outcome

Student
Outcomes

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

Writing measurable outcomes

Performance
Indicators

Program
Educational
Objective

Students will
demonstrate:
• Appreciation for
Graduates will be effective life‐long
and ability to
learners including demonstrating the
pursue life‐long
professional and ethical responsibilities
learning
• Understand
professional
ethical
responsibilities

G.Rogers‐‐ABET, Inc.

7

Student
Outcomes
Program
Educational
Objective
Graduates will be effective life‐long
learners including demonstrating the
professional and ethical
responsibilities

Understand
Ethical
Responsibilities

Performance
Indicators

1)Demonstrate
knowledge of
professional code of
ethics.
2)Evaluate the ethical
dimensions of a
problem in the
discipline.

G.Rogers‐‐ABET, Inc.

Program
Educational
Objective
Graduates will be able to
demonstrate ability to solve
complex problems and
participate in a team‐based
environment

Student
Outcome
Ability to
function
effectively
on a team

Performance
Indicators
Researches and gathers
i f
information
ti
Fulfill duties of team
roles
Shares in work of team
Listens to other
teammates

G.Rogers‐‐ABET, Inc.

8

17

Developing performance
indicators
• Two essential parts
• Subject content that is the focus of
instruction (e.g., steps of the design
process, chemical reaction, scientific
method)

– Action verb
• Direct students to a specific performance
(e.g., “list,” “analyze,” “apply”)

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

– Content referent

18

• Use of action verbs
consistent with appropriate
level of learning

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

Clarity of performance
indicators

9

19

Evaluation
DEMONSTRATE/CREATE

Synthesis

Advanced
Analysis
REINFORCE

INTERMEDIATE

Comprehension

NOVICE

INTRODUCE

Knowledge

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

Application

Student Outcomes and Performance Indicators
A performance indicator identifies the performances that the faculty will look for in order to determine whether or not a student outcome is
met. Indicators facilitate the development of the curriculum and also focus the data collection process. In addition to the outcomes, the
performance indicators should be communicated to students in the program description and stated in terms that inform the students about
the general purpose of the program and expectations of the faculty. The primary difference between student outcomes and performance
indicators is that student outcomes are intended to provide general information about the focus of student learning and are broad statements
of the expected learning, while performance indicators are concrete measurable performances students must meet as indicators of
achievement of the outcome. For example, student outcomes can be stated as follows:
Students will work effectively as a member of a team.
Students can apply the principles of math and science to a technical problem.
Students will have the ability to engage in lifelong learning.
Students will have effective communication skills.
Faculty can usually agree on the general outcomes that students should demonstrate by the end of the academic program. However, without
a common agreement as to what specific performances should be expected from students around each of the outcomes there is no way to
have a systematic, efficient nor meaningful process of data collection to determine if the outcomes have been met. The development of
performance indicators is unquestionably the most critical part of developing a systematic and meaningful data collection process around
program assessment and improvement.
Performance indicators identify what concrete actions the student should be able to perform as a result of participation in the program.
Once student outcomes have been identified, the knowledge and skills necessary for the mastery of these outcomes should be listed. This
will allow the desired behavior of the students to be described, and will eliminate ambiguity concerning demonstration of expected
competencies. Performance indicators are made up of at least two main elements; an action verb which identifies the depth to which students
should demonstrate the performance, and the content referent which is the focus of the instruction. The expected behavior must be specific,
using an observable action verb such as demonstrate, interpret, discriminate, or define. The following is an example of an outcome with its
performance indicators:
Student Outcome: Students should be able to conduct an experiment and interpret data
Performance indicators: Students will be able to demonstrate the ability to:
Follow the design of experiment plan (knowledge)
Acquire data on appropriate variables (application)
Compare experimental data and results to appropriate theoretical models (analysis)
Explain observed differences between model and experiment and offer very basic explanations (evaluation)
The tables below provide examples of action verbs associated with various levels of learning and have been compiled from multiple sources.
These table are designed to help guide the development of performance indicators.
Cunningham, G. K. (1986). Educational and psychological measurement. New York: MacMillan Publishing.
McBeath, R. J., Ed. (1992). Instructing and evaluating in higher education: A guidebook for planning learning outcomes. Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Educational Technology Publications.
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COGNITIVE learning is demonstrated by knowledge recall and the intellectual skills:
comprehending information, organizing ideas, analyzing and synthesizing data, applying
knowledge, choosing among alternatives in problem-solving, and evaluating ideas or actions.
Level
Knowledge

Illustrative Verbs
arrange, define, describe, duplicate, identify, label, list,
match, memorize, name, order, outline, recognize,
relate, recall, repeat, reproduce, select, state

Definition
remembering
previously learned
information

classify convert,
classify,
convert defend
defend, describe
describe, discuss
discuss, distinguish
distinguish,
estimate, explain, express, extend, generalize, give

grasping the
meaning of
predict, recognize, rewrite, report, restate, review, select, information
summarize, translate

stating problem in own words,
words
translating a chemical formula,
understanding a flow chart, translating
words and phrases from a foreign
language

apply, change, choose, compute, demonstrate, discover,
dramatize, employ, illustrate, interpret, manipulate,
applying knowledge
modify, operate, practice, predict, prepare, produce,
to actual situations
relate, schedule, show, sketch, solve, use, write

taking principles learned in math and
applying them to figuring the volume of
a cylinder in an internal combustion
engine

Comprehension examples, identify, indicate, infer, locate, paraphrase,

Application

Analysis

Example
memory of specific facts, terminology,
rules, sequences, procedures,
classifications, categories, criteria,
methodology, principles, theories, and
structure

analyze, appraise, break down, calculate, categorize,
compare, contrast, criticize, diagram, differentiate,
discriminate, distinguish, examine, experiment, identify,
illustrate, infer, model, outline, point out, question, relate,
select, separate, subdivide, test

breaking down
objects or ideas into discussing how fluids and liquids differ,
simpler parts and
detecting logical fallacies in a student's
seeing how the
explanation of 'ss 1st law of motion
parts relate and are
organized

Synthesis

arrange, assemble, categorize, collect, combine, comply,
compose, construct, create, design, develop, devise,
rearranging
design, explain, formulate, generate, integrate, manage,
component ideas
modify, organize, plan, prepare, propose, rearrange,
into a new whole
reconstruct, relate, reorganize, revise, rewrite, set up,
summarize, synthesize, tell, write

writing a comprehensive report on a
problem-solving exercise, planning a
program or panel discussion, writing a
comprehensive term paper

Evaluation

appraise, argue, assess, attach, choose, compare,
conclude, contrast, defend, describe, discriminate,
estimate, evaluate, explain, judge, justify, interpret,
relate, predict, rate, select, summarize, support, value

evaluating alternative solutions to a
problem, detecting inconsistencies in
the speech of a student government
representative

making judgments
based on internal
evidence or external
criteria

11

Example of Results
Work effectively in teams

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

At a level expected for a student who
will graduate?

24

Sample of 58 students (52% of 2009 cohort) were assessed. This
represents 2 of 4 sections of ME412 (which is the second
semester of a two-semester team experience).

Percent meeting the indicator
100%

81%

80%

40%

54%
38%
25%

20%
0%

Reseach & Fulfill roles
gather info

Shares in
work

Listens to
team

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

60%

12

Please rate each member of the team on the following scale:
Unsatisfactory
1

Developing
2

Name

Satisfactory
3

Exemplary
4

Attribute

1

2

3

4

Researched and gathered information

Carlos

Fulfilled team roles when assigned
Shared in the work of the team
Demonstrated good listening skills
Researched and gathered information
Fulfilled team roles when assigned

Sara

Shared in the work of the team
Demonstrated good listening skills
Researched and gathered information
Fulfilled team roles when assigned

Jeffrey

Shared in the work of the team
Demonstrated good listening skills
Researched and gathered information
Fulfilled team roles when assigned

Rima

Shared in the work of the team
Demonstrated good listening skills

Outcome: Work Effectively in Teams
Performance
Indicators

Unsatisfactory
1

Developing
2

Satisfactory
3

Exemplary
4

Research &
Gather
Information

Does not collect any
information that
relates to the topic.

Collects some
information relate to
the topic but
incomplete.

Collects basic
information related
the topic.

Collects a great deal of
information which
goes beyond the
basics.

Fulfill Team
Role's Duties

Does nott perform
D
f
any
duties of assigned
team role.

I
Inconsistently
i t tl
performs duties that
are assigned

Performs duties that
are assigned

P f
Performs
allll d
duties
ti
assigned and actively
assists others.

Shares in work
of team

Always relies on
others to do the work.

Rarely does the
assigned work‐‐often
needs reminding.

Usually does the
assigned work‐‐rarely
needs reminding.

Always does the
assigned work without
having to be
reminded.

Listen to Other
Teammates

Is always talking‐‐
never allows anyone
else to speak.

Usually doing most of
the talking‐‐rarely
allows others to speak.

Listens most of the
time

Consistently listens
and responds to
others appropriately.

Student
Marcus Wellman
Juan Gonzales
Dottie Whitely
...n…

Research & Gather
Information

Fulfill Team Role's
Duties

Share in work of team

Listen to Other
Teammates

3
3
2
…

3
2
2
…

3
3
2
…

3
4
3
…

13

27

• Provides faculty with clear direction
for implementation in the classroom
• Makes expectations explicit to
students (great pedagogy)
• Focuses
F
data
d t collection
ll ti

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

Importance of well-stated
performance indicators

Questions &
Answers

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

28

14

29

Evidence-based
Evidence
based assessment
of student work is key
Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

Should be done by faculty

30

• A documented process to regularly assess its
program
p
g
educational objectives
j
and student
outcomes
• evaluate the extent to which they are being met
or attained
• results of these used to effect continuous
improvement of the program through a
documented plan
• These actions should be based on available
information (EAC); relevant data (CAC, ASAC,
TAC)

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

Criterion 4. Continuous
Improvement

15

31

Interpretation
• Documented process
– Regular and systematic; not ad hoc

• U
Use assessmentt data
d t to
t make
k judgments
j d
t
about the achievement of the performance
indicators
• Guide program improvement efforts
– Based on evidence and information analyzed
from data
– Document, document, document

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

– With experience, set benchmarks and
thresholds

32

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

Role of curriculum mapping

16

Performance Indicator Explicit. This indicator is explicitly stated as performance for this course.
Demonstrate Competence. Students are asked to demonstrate their competence on this performance indicator through
homework, projects, tests, etc.
Formal Feedback. Students are given formal feedback on their performance on this indicator.
Not covered. This performance indicator is not addressed in this course.
Note: Clicking on the link ‘view rubric’ will show you the scoring rubric for that particular performance indicators related to the
outcome.
Indicator
is Explicit

Performance Criteria

Demonstrate
Competence

Formal
Feedback

Not
Covered

Recognition of ethical and professional responsibilities.
responsibilities
1. Demonstrate knowledge of professional codes of ethics.

View rubric or make a comment

(optional)

Yes

Yes

Yes

2. Evaluate the ethical dimensions of professional engineering, mathematical, and scientific
View rubric or make a comment (optional)
practices.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Internati
Prin
onal Bus Acctg I

Prin Bus Law
Mtg
Acctg II
I
Finance

An ability to work effectively in team
1. Share responsibilities and duties, and take on different roles when applicable
View rubric or make a comment (optional)

2. Analyze ideas objectively to discern feasible solutions by building consensus
View rubric or make a comment (optional)

3. Develop a strategy for action.

View rubric or make a comment (optional)

An ability to communicate effectively in oral, written, graphical, and
visual forms
1. Identify the readers/audience, assess their previous knowledge and information needs,
and organize/design information to meet those needs. View rubric or make a comment
(optional)

2. Provide content that is factually correct, supported with evidence, explained with
sufficient detail, and properly documented. View rubric or make a comment (optional)
3. Test readers/audience response to determine how well ideas have been relayed.
View rubric or make a comment (optional)

4. Submit work with a minimum of errors in spelling, punctuation, grammar, and usage.
View rubric or make a comment (optional)

Business Administration Map
I = Introduce; R = Reinforce;
E = Emphasize
Writing Competencies

Macro- Micro- Microco
Writing Pre-Cal
Economi Economi mp App
for Bus (Bus)
cs
c
for Bus

Econ
207

Econ
208

CS
214

Eng
200

Identify a subject and formulate
a thesis statement.
Organize ideas to support a
position.
Write in a unified and coherent
manner appropriate to the
subject matter.
Use appropriate sentence
structure and vocabulary.
Documet references and
citations according to an
accepted style manual.

I

Critical Thinking Competencies
Identify business problems and
apply creative solutions.
Identify and apply leadership
techniques.

Busi
211

Busi
231

I

R

R

R

Busi
241

Busi
251

Busi
252

Busi
281

I

R

R

R

R

R

R

I

R

R

R

I

I = Introduce
R
RI = Reinforce
E=
Emphasize
I
R

R

Busi
371

R

I

I

Quantitative Reasoning Competencies

Recognize the reasonableness
of numeric answers.

Busi
203

Prin
Mktg

R

R

I

Analyze complex problems by
identifying and evaluating the
components of the problem.

Perform necessary arithmetic
computations to solve
quantitative problems.
Evaluate information presented
in tabular, numerical, and
graphical form.

Busi
201

Prin
Mgmt

I

Translate concepts into current
business enviroments.

Apply quantitative methods to
solving real-world problems.

Math
1165

Bus
Intro to
Statistic
Bus
s

R

R

R

E

R

E

R

E

E

E

R

R

R

R

E

R

R

E

'Assessing for Learning ' by Peggy L Maki, Stylus Publishing, 2004
I
R
R
R
E
Source: New Jersey City University Business Administration
I
R
R
R
E
Program
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MA111

MA111PH113
EM104

HS202

MA111

RH330

RH131

MA112
MA221
PH112
EM103
ME123

EM203

MEelec

MA223

ME323
Student Outcomes:
ECE207
ME303
(a)apply knowledge
of mathematics,
MEelec
g
gME311
science,, and engineering
CM202
ME317
ES205
(d)function on multidisciplinary teams
MExxx
(g)ability
to communicate effectively
HSxxx
(k)use the techniques, skills, and modern
engineering tools necessary for
engineering practice

ME430
PH113

HS202

MA111

ME461

CM201
RH330

ME430

HSxxx

HSxxx
ES202

RH131

HSxxx
ME406

ME470
EM120

EM104

ME430

HSxxx
ES202

MA111

ME461

CM201

EM203

ME406

ME470

EM120
Student Outcomes:
MA223
(a)apply
knowledge of mathematics, science,
MA112
ECE207
ME303
and engineering
MA221
(c)an ability to design
a system, component, or
CM202
ME317
PH112
ES205
process
(d)function on multidisciplinary
teams
EM103
HSxxx
ME123
(g)ability to communicate effectively
(i)recognition of the need for, and an ability to
engage in life‐long learning
(j)knowledge of contemporary issues

MEelec
ME323

MEelec
ME311
MExxx
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For each test/exam item and homework problem, faculty map to outcomes and enter data for
each student on each item/assignment. Acceptable performance level =75%
Outcome
Course

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
112
77
‐‐‐
81
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
90
78
‐‐‐
76
82
91
204
75
78
‐‐‐
82
81
‐‐‐
75
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
75
75
222
79
79
79
‐‐‐
79
79
‐‐‐
79
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
79
252
‐‐‐
82
82
82
82
82
‐‐‐
80
‐‐‐
82
‐‐‐
299
91
‐‐‐
87
‐‐‐
91
83
‐‐‐
76
76
‐‐‐
72
301
77
‐‐‐
81
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
90
78
‐‐‐
74
82
‐‐‐
312
81
76
‐‐‐
88
83
‐‐‐
90
76
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
78
316
‐‐‐
73
76
‐‐‐
84
82
‐‐‐
87
73
77
75
318
76
70
‐‐‐
75
81
‐‐‐
75
‐‐‐
76
76
‐‐‐
322
74
77
74
‐‐‐
81
88
‐‐‐
77
74
‐‐‐
89
399
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
77
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
74
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
415
84
82
77
‐‐‐
82
77
86
77
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
91
499
‐‐‐
80
‐‐‐
92
81
76
92
‐‐‐
75
92
‐‐‐
Average
79.3 77.4 79.3 83.8 82.5 83.0 82.0 78.86 74.8 80.9 81.3
Three different levels of achievement:
• Exceeds Expectations (EE): more than 80% of the students have achieved an average score of
75% or more;
• Meets Expectations (ME): between 70% and 80% of the students have achieved an average
score of 75% or more;
• Does Not Meet Expectations (DNME): less than 70% of the students have achieved an average
score of 75% ormore.

Student Outcome: Students will demonstrate the ability to work effectively in teams.
Performance Indicator

Educational
Strategies

Method(s) of
Assessment

1. Produces research
information for the
team

ME113, EM213,
ME213, ME235,
ME333, ME412

Faculty Evaluations

2. Demonstrates
understanding of team
roles when assigned

ME113, EM213,
ME213, ME235,
ME333, ME412

Faculty Evaluations

3 Shares
3.
Sh
i the
in
th workk off
the team

ME113,, EM213,,
ME213, ME235,
ME333, ME412

4. Demonstrates good
listening skills

ME113, EM213,
ME213, ME235,
ME333, ME412

Peer Evaluations
Senior Surveys
Peer Evaluations
Senior Surveys
Peer Evaluations
Faculty Evaluations
Senior Surveys
Peer Evaluations
Faculty Evaluations
Senior Surveys

Where data are
collected
ME 412
ME 412
On‐line survey
ME 412
ME 412
On‐line survey
ME 412
ME 412
On‐line survey
ME 412
ME 412
On‐line survey

Length of
assessment cycle
(yrs)

Year(s)/semeste
Target for
r of data
Performance
collection

3 years

2006, 2009

90%

3 years

2006, 2009

90%

3 years

2006, 2009

90%

3 years

2006, 2009

90%

Assessment Results (direct measures) 2006: A sample of 56 students (52% of 2005 senior class cohort) were assessed. This represents 2 of 4
sections of ME412 (which is the second semester of a two‐semester team experience.) The decision was made to alternate the data collection in
the 4 sections to reduce the faculty data collection load. The sample was representative of the total senior class cohort in terms of student grade
point average, and student diversity. The decision was also made to focus on the direct assessment of faculty evaluations as the primary
assessment data. The percent of the sample that demonstrated each indicator were as follows: Indicator 1 ‐ 72%; Indicator 2 ‐ 65%; Indicator 3 ‐
62%; Indicator 4 ‐ 89%.
Evaluation and Actions 2006: The assessment results were evaluated by the faculty at a retreat held in August of 2006. Based on the analysis of the
results, the faculty who were implementing teaming in their courses were asked to provide the teaming evaluation rubrics to students with the course
assignments where the students were provided opportunities to demonstrate their teaming skills as defined by the indicators. A sub‐committee of the
department Curriculum Committee was assigned to meet and review the performance indicators. The sub‐committee recommended not to make any
changes at this time. Faculty integrating teaming skills agreed to review their assignments to be sure that students were given adequate opportunities
to demonstrate the performance identified for teaming and to make students performance on the indicators a part of their grade for the activity. The
Teaching/Learning Center was also asked to provide a seminar for faculty on how to integrate effective teaming into the classroom.
Second‐Cycle Results 2009: A sample of 59 students (51% of senior class cohort) were assessed. This represents 2 of 4 sections of ME 412 (which
is the second semester of a two –semester team experience.) Based on actions taken as a result of the 2006 evaluation process, the following
improvements were seen in 2008: Indicator 1 – +12% (84%); Indicator 2 ‐ +7% (72%); Indicator 3 ‐ +13% (75%); Indicator 4 ‐ +2% (91%).
Evaluation and Actions 2009: During the August 2009 department retreat, the faculty agreed that, although progress was made on all performance
indicators, the department Curriculum Committee was asked to review all the performance indicators related to teaming. The Teaching/Learning
Center was asked to provide the Department some feedback on the performance indicators and provide other examples of teaming performance
indicators that might be more representative of desired teaming skills. This will be one of the issues that will be discussed at the spring 2010
department retreat.
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Process Implementation

40

A Realistic Process for Sustainability
• Process characteristics
– Faculty are at the heart
• Must be involved and informed
f
• Workload must be minimized and meaningful

• Synchronized (academic calendar/ABET cycle)
• Flexible and open to revision
• Capitalize on what faculty are already doing

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

– Requires leadership
– Familiar and sustainable
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Assessment Tools

Performance Indicators
and Rubrics

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

• Provide faculty with tools for
knowledgeable, consistent assessment
• Assessment should provide useful
information, not just “bulk” averages

Questions &
Answers

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.
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Objectives/Outcomes
Different or Same?
• Program Educational Objectives and Student
Outcomes
– Similar but not the same
– What are some of the differences?
Degree of specificity
Role of constituents
T
Types
off measurements
t possible
ibl
Cycles of data collection

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

•
•
•
•

• Importance of systematic processes

44

Data collection

Define
Outcomes/ Map
Curr.

Yr 2
Data
collection

Yr 3

Yr 4

Yr…

Evaluation &
Implement
design of
improvements
improvements Data Collection

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

Yr 1
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A recognition of ethical and
professional responsibilities

08-09

09-10

11-12

12-13





An ability to recognize the role
of professionals in the global
society




An ability to work effectively in
teams

13-14





An understanding of how
contemporary issues shape
and
d are shaped
h
d by
b
mathematics, science, &
engineering

An understanding of diverse
cultural and humanistic
traditions

10-11
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Student Outcomes:





An ability to communicate
ff ti l i
l
itt
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Summary
9You can’t do everything
9You can’t
can t do everything all the time
9Well-defined outcomes are critical to
focusing your assessment process
outcome achievement

9Get faculty consensus
9Go for the early win

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

9Prioritize focus on high-level indicators of
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Questions &
Answers
Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.
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•Thank you for your participation
•Please fill out the closing evaluation
•Watch for upcoming webinars:
– Preparing the Site Visit, ASAC – November 2
– Preparing the Site Visit, CAC – November 4
– How to Develop A Survey – November 9
– OTHERS at http://www.abet.org/webinar.shtml

Copyright © 2010 by ABET, Inc.

– Developing Rubrics – November 3
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